The aim of this study was to identify risk factors associated with perioperative corneal abrasion at a single hospital in Mineola, New York (United States). A chart review of a single surgeon series of 23-hour pathway for uncomplicated appendicitis. The authors aim was to implement a 23-hour pathway for uncomplicated trauma to overcome delays and improve efficiency. A retrospective review of a single surgeon series of 105 consecutive patients operated on between July 2010 and July 2011 was performed. With recently revised trauma tariffs, the authors’ believe an efficient day surgery trauma list improves theatre utilisation, reduces inpatient bed demands, prioritises major and sub-specialist trauma and delivers patient satisfaction.
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Emerging/changing fashion trends and their impact on conduct of anaesthesia
N Zaied

In this review the authors discuss some working facts about body tattoos and paintings, body piercings, artificial nails, hair extensions and artificial eye lashes and how their presence in a surgical patient affects the conduct of anaesthesia. They also discuss some management strategies and anaesthetic implications of these things perioperatively.
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eAppendicitis: Diagnostic uncertainty in appendicitis and the role of ehealth – does it help?
J Batt, J Kynaston and J Olivier

The availability of medical information on the World Wide Web has grown as information technology has become more accessible. Patients seeking online information may be able to self-select conditions having been adequately informed. This study evaluates the effect of eHealth information on those presenting to hospital with a suspected appendicitis and its effect on their management and clinical outcome. Patients who had performed online reading were more likely to go to theatre but were less likely to have a confirmed histological diagnosis of appendicitis.
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Does a dedicated orthopaedic day surgery list improve delivery of trauma services?
JS Bhamra, BS Dhinsa, S Patel, C Davies and M Oliver

The authors aimed to implement a 24-hour pathway for uncomplicated trauma to overcome delays and improve efficiency. A retrospective review of a single surgeon series of 105 consecutive patients operated on between July 2010 and July 2011 was performed. With recently revised trauma tariffs, the authors believe an efficient day surgery trauma list improves theatre utilisation, reduces inpatient bed demands, prioritises major and sub-specialist trauma and delivers patient satisfaction.
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